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Abstract: High-quality food data collected from consumption and expenditure surveys are essential for researchers and policy makers to better understand trends in social, economic, and human development. Over the last decade, food surveys have faced various challenges to sustain high data quality, such as declining response rates and increasing respondent burden. At the same time, new opportunities around the use of new technologies and alternative data sources have emerged that can potentially address some of these challenges. This special issue, inspired by the International Food Acquisition Research and Methods (iFARM) Workshop held at the University of Maryland, College Park, in October 2022, presents recent methodological advancements in the collection of food survey data. The four papers contained in this issue contribute to research about increasing and sustaining data quality in such surveys. They compare traditional paper- and web-based approaches vis-à-vis novel smartphone-based approaches for collecting food data, explore the measurement of food preparation and consumption through time-use diaries, and examine the feasibility of innovative technologies to reduce respondent burden in food surveys.

Introduction

Evidence-based policies that effectively address public health concerns surrounding nutrition and wellbeing require complete and reliable food data. These data are foundational to any analysis of food security, nutrition, health, and poverty and are used by governments and non-governmental organizations to monitor and understand trends in social, economic, and human development (The Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Food Security, & Agricultural and Rural Statistics, 2019). The main sources of such data are individual and household food consumption and expenditure surveys. These surveys are diverse and
serve many different policy objectives. The terms used to describe these surveys – consumption, expenditure, acquisition, purchase, intake – are often used interchangeably, which can sometimes lead to confusion. Generally, research that focuses on the role of dietary patterns in health will use dietary intake surveys, and analyses that focus on the economic drivers of food choice will rely on consumer expenditure surveys. Some consumer expenditure surveys focus solely on purchases, while others also collect data on free foods such as charitable food acquisitions and meals from social networks. For the purpose of this paper, we will use the umbrella term “food surveys”.

Some examples of surveys that collect food data

Researchers use a variety of methods to collect food data but such surveys typically involve a set of common elements: They employ food diaries – either paper or electronic – and recall-based interviews, and are administered at either the household or the individual level. Three examples are the U.S. National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase Survey (FoodAPS), the U.S. National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), and the International Dietary Data Expansion Project (INDDEX).

The National Household Food Acquisition and Purchase Survey (FoodAPS) was conducted in the United States from 2012 to 2013 (Kirlin & Denbaly, 2017). The survey collected nationally representative data on household food purchases and acquisitions from households participating in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), low-income households not participating in SNAP, and higher income households. Comprehensive and detailed information was collected about foods purchased or otherwise acquired for free for consumption at home and away from home. The study was administered as a week-long paper diary survey of all household members and included two in-person interviews to obtain household characteristics such as income, composition of the household, food security, health status, and diet and nutrition knowledge.

The biannual National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) collects nationally-representative indicators on the health and nutrition status of adults and children in the United States and has been continuously conducted since 1999 (National Center for Health Statistics, 2023). The unique survey format includes in-person medical and dental examinations and laboratory tests and a computerized 24-hour in-person and telephone dietary interview component, known as the What We Eat in America (WWEIA) Survey (O’Brien, 2018).

The International Dietary Assessment Platform, part of the International Dietary Data Expansion Project (INDDEX), is a pioneering effort that provides food composition data repositories and standardized data collection instruments to facilitate the collection, use, and interpretation of high-quality individual food intake data from individual respondents in low and middle income countries (LMICs). The INDDEX24 mobile app uses a dietary recall instrument modeled on the WWEIA survey (Coates et al., 2017).

Regardless of the context in which they work, researchers face various challenges when fielding food surveys. These include determining the appropriate mode(s) of data collection, managing declining response rates, collecting information that is not too detailed for respondents to report accurately yet detailed enough to meet researchers’ needs, and processing survey answers in an efficient manner after data collection. In 2017, a special issue in Food Policy was devoted to describing these challenges (Zezza et al., 2017). In this editorial we delve into the particular challenge of respondent burden and explore advances in data collection methods that might help address this and other issues related to food surveys.
Respondent burden

Respondent burden represents one of the biggest challenges facing survey researchers in general (Yan et al., 2020) but those who collect food data in particular. Surveys that collect these data tend to be lengthy and require respondents to report detailed information about food items, sometimes over multiple days, making participation and survey completion less likely. Researchers can benefit from careful consideration of this issue when designing and evaluating food surveys.

Several survey design factors present advantages and disadvantages with respect to their impacts on respondent burden. First, there is the choice between recall and diary surveys (The Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Food Security, & Agricultural and Rural Statistics, 2019). A recall survey offers a clear advantage in terms of respondent ease and convenience because it can typically be completed at one time or in short interviews over one or two days. While this approach can make participation more likely (decreasing the risk of nonresponse error), such surveys also require respondents to retrieve detailed information from memory (e.g., item description, price, ingredients, portion size, and place type) which can produce large measurement errors (Beegle et al., 2012; Brzozowski et al., 2017; U.S. Department of Labor/Bureau of Labor Statistics/Division of Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2016). On the other hand, diaries – which require less participant recall – may increase cumulative burden and the likelihood of drop-off because they require respondents to report information over an extended study period. These trade-offs remain largely unexplored for food surveys and likely vary depending on the nature of the survey and target population.

The mode of data collection may also shape respondents’ experiences and willingness to participate. Self-administration via paper or electronic diaries can increase respondents’ comfort with disclosing sensitive information (e.g., about stigmatized food choices). Yet interviewer-administration makes it easier for respondents with low literacy or other limitations who need to seek clarification (e.g., what gets counted as food away from home?). Similarly, web or mobile applications may reduce post-processing burden, but can be problematic for some target populations, like the elderly and respondents living in areas with poor broadband access. In addition, food surveys that ask one respondent to proxy report for other household members can yield important information (e.g., who purchases food and how it is shared). But proxy reporting can also introduce challenges, especially for reporting of foods acquired away from home if the respondent lacks adequate knowledge about how other household members obtain food (Fiedler & Yadav, 2017).

Additional research in these areas can help improve our understanding of how to minimize respondent burden while meeting other survey objectives (level of detail about food items, available time, cost, etc.). To this end, research is needed that explores the survey design factors that influence the burden of responding – including the roles of survey frequency, length, and mode – along with innovative methods and tools to reduce it. If researchers heed this call, an important question is how they can take advantage of new opportunities for gathering food data, which is the topic we turn to next.

New opportunities for food surveys

In a changing technological landscape, several new opportunities have emerged with respect to collecting social and behavioral data (Couper, 2013) that are relevant for food surveys. First, the growing interest in user-centered design (Nielsen, 1994) is prompting researchers to not only focus on their research objectives but also on the users (i.e., respondents) and their needs. This perspective aims to create surveys – including smartphone-based designs – that facilitate and support respondents in the survey
response task (Antoun et al., 2018). Given the concern about survey burden, a user-centered design approach should be a top priority in the development of food diaries (Chung et al., 2019).

In addition, survey designers are increasingly mixing modes of data collection by integrating self-administered modes into interviewer-administered surveys. While this approach can accommodate the varying preferences of respondents and reduce costs, it may also introduce mode differences related to measurement or nonresponse (Olson et al., 2021). The contribution by Yan and Machado (2023) in this issue discusses some of the tradeoffs involved in using different modes of data collection for food diaries. For example, using web and mobile based instruments greatly decreases backend processing; however, this approach is only viable for respondents with Internet access and familiarity with digital technology.

A third opportunity relates to the integration of apps and sensors into data collection (Keusch & Conrad, 2022). Using smartphone technology in food surveys, for example, passive tracking of geolocation data or taking pictures with the camera, allows for the direct measurement of where people obtain food and what food they consume in much more detail than traditional self-reports (Christian, 2012). For example, the paper by Kaderabek (2023) in this special issue describes the use of optical character recognition (OCR) for capturing expenditure data from food purchase receipts. Smartphone receipt scanning is becoming a viable alternative to equipping people with handheld scanners to record all purchases via barcodes (Dubois et al., 2022; Wenz et al., 2023). DiGrande et al.’s (2023) augmented reality technology also described in this special issue can aid respondents with the cognitively burdensome task of accurately estimating portion sizes. As these methods continue to develop, it is imperative to consider respondents’ privacy concerns, which may correspond to their willingness to participate and share such data (Keusch et al., 2019).

Finally, data from different sources (including administrative records and commercial scanner data) can augment or replace survey data. For example, food items reported in FoodAPS were linked to USDA nutrient and food composition databases to estimate their nutritional quality (Page et al., 2019). These opportunities offer ways to reshape how food data is gathered and processed, though further research examining their overall effects on data quality is needed.

**The contribution of this Special Issue**

This special issue is an outcome of the International Food Acquisition Research and Methods (iFARM) workshop held at the University of Maryland, College Park on October 20-21, 2022. The goal of the workshop, jointly organized by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Economic Research Service (ERS) and the Social Data Science Center (SoDa) at the University of Maryland, was to provide a venue for researchers from different disciplines and countries to discuss advancements in methods for collecting and processing food acquisition data. The workshop featured 15 talks, three keynote addresses, and two panel sessions, and brought together survey methodologists who are thinking about the processes that generate food data and substantive experts who are thinking about how to utilize that information to answer important research questions.

Three of the papers in this special issue were presented at the iFARM workshop. They show the breadth of methodological discussions around human-centered design to reduce respondent burden in food surveys through optical character recognition, traditional paper and web approaches in comparison novel app-based approaches, and measuring food preparation and intake through time-use diary studies. One additional paper on augmented reality technology in dietary intake surveys that was submitted through the call for papers rounds out this special issue. All four papers provide unique and timely contributions.
addressing current methodological issues of collecting food data.

Kaderabek (2023) demonstrates the usefulness of OCR technology for capturing expenditure data from food purchase receipts in a FoodAPS pilot study. Asking respondents to provide sales receipts rather than self-reporting purchases has the potential to reduce respondent burden and allows the collection of more detailed data in food acquisition and purchase surveys. As the study shows, open-source OCR technology in concert with regular expressions enables researchers to efficiently extract information from receipt images and store them in a format suitable for statistical analysis. The article also demonstrates some of the challenges with OCR-based receipt processing, in particular with regard to image quality and non-standardized receipt formats. Blurry or otherwise illegible images can make accurate extraction of information difficult, potentially leading to results that deviate from the true values to a large extent. In addition, receipt formats vary considerably across establishments and the type of food purchased. This variation poses difficulties for accurately identifying and extracting different receipt elements, such as item descriptions and prices. Overall, the author finds that the OCR technology performs quite well in capturing the receipt information, with the OCR-based results aligning relatively closely to manual receipt coding. Future research is warranted to test the feasibility and quality of OCR for processing sales receipts in large-scale studies.

Yan & Machado (2023) provide a comprehensive review of various food diary administration approaches, including paper, web, and app-based methods. The strengths and weaknesses of each approach are assessed using the Total Survey Error (TSE) framework, considering their potential impacts on coverage, nonresponse, measurement, and post-survey processing errors. Although newer methods that take advantage of recent technology have great potential for improving data quality and are sometimes presented as a one-size-fits-all solution, the authors make it clear that the choice of method is not straightforward. Consider for instance app-based diaries which offer several features that eliminate the need for manual data entry – such as using the phone camera to scan barcodes, capture images of food items, or photograph receipts – but have the disadvantage of being costly to program and may exclude potential respondents who are less comfortable with the technology. Or consider paper diaries, which improve coverage of the target population but increase post-survey processing (e.g., scanning data into a database, checking for completeness, editing for accuracy). In summary, the authors believe that navigating this complex choice requires thoughtful consideration about what is best for a particular study given its target population, measurement requirements, budget, and so forth. The authors also point out the gap in knowledge and understanding around how best to design food diaries – irrespective of mode – and call for future research on this topic.

Rinderknecht et al. (2023) explore challenges associated with using time-diary data to estimate the time spent preparing and consuming meals. These challenges are (1) "colloquial double barreling" which the authors define as reporting two separate sequential activities in a single episode and (2) the fact that some activities are perceived to be too inconsequential, so they are underreported. This research has important implications not only for survey data collection of topics related to food acquisition, preparation, and consumption, but can also impact associated research on key correlates such as health and social development outcomes. The authors compared the sequence of activities in original time diary data collected via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and Prolific to the American Time Use Survey (ATUS). The findings showed that when respondents report the time spent in primary meal preparation, approximately half of them report primary meal consumption, while a non-negligible percentage also report secondary eating. The study also showed that demographic factors can influence how activities are reported. This study highlights the complexities of collecting data on meal preparation and meal consumption via time diaries and emphasizes the importance of collecting detailed auxiliary information, such as secondary activity information, as it can significantly alter the understanding of how people spend
DiGrande et al. (2023) assess the feasibility of adopting augmented reality (AR) technology in dietary intake surveys. Estimating portion sizes and quantities are a critical aspect of dietary recalls, but these concepts can be difficult for respondents to estimate without the use of aides, such as two-dimensional images in a booklet or on a computer screen or three-dimensional food models. However, two-dimensional models are challenging to translate to scale and three-dimensional models are bulky and can be difficult to transport in face-to-face settings. AR technology can potentially overcome some of these obstacles by rendering three-dimensional digital images directly within a web- or mobile-based survey instrument. The authors found promise in these technologies: respondents were able to use the AR tool to estimate portions and reported relatively high levels of satisfaction.

**Future directions for food surveys**

The goal of this special issue is to raise awareness of the methodological challenges involved in collecting food data. In the process we have sought to apply findings from survey methodology at a general level to the specific domain of food surveys. However, this process is imperfect because of the distinctive requirements of studies on food acquisition and consumption (e.g., detailed information over multiple days). Thus, there is a need for further research into food surveys specifically, akin to what is presented in Zezza et al. (2017) and this special issue. These methodological investigations can help researchers understand the error properties of food surveys and how these surveys might be improved. A consistent concern in this context is respondent burden. Researchers have made some progress in identifying the survey design factors that impact the burden of responding (survey mode, recall versus diary format, individual versus household reporting), but these factors can simultaneously impact different sources of error. More work is needed to figure out these tradeoffs across food survey designs and populations of interest.

This editorial also described recent advancements in data collection methods that have been applied to food surveys. Efforts to use apps and sensors and integrate data from other sources show promise for reducing respondent burden. Indeed, these technologies are being applied in pilot studies for future rounds of FoodAPS. Other opportunities include expanding data products and producing statistics at smaller levels of granularity through modeling or small domain estimation methods. These methods “borrow strength” from larger domains or integrated data sources to produce estimates at the desired level of granularity, e.g., for population or geographic subgroups of interest (Rao & Molina, 2015). Survey designers might also take inspiration from the “quantified self” domain where multimodal tools have emerged for tracking food intake (Luo et al., 2021), though some of these tools may not extend to population surveys (e.g., because of low willingness to download research apps).

In summary, the papers presented in this special issue discuss opportunities around the use of new and emerging technologies and alternative data sources that can potentially address some of the challenges of collecting food data. Given rapid technological and societal change, we need more methodological work assessing these new methods to ensure high-quality food data for policy making. To achieve this goal, we will need to foster collaborations between survey methodologists, statisticians, and domain experts.
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